


environmental friendly dimension to 
your up scaled lifestyle.

We are Ahmedabad based real estate 
development group and are well known 

in the industry for our motto which is 
“Green and Sustainable Lifestyle”



MR. SANYAM SHAH

Ayodhay is a very special project for us 
because it's one of a kind concept that 
combines authenticity and ethnicity. 
The vision behind crafting Ayodhya 

is not only giving an Eco-friendly 
and pollution-free lifestyle to the 

residents, but it's an entire process 
of taking a person back to an Era of 

a sublime and holistic way of life. 
The aura that Ayodhya gives you is a 

splendid experience of connecting you 
with yourself and your roots.



Curating the souvenir 
of an organic life

Ayodhya is one of a kind concept that drives 
you into the ambience of medivial era that is 
designed to rejuvenate with an ecologically and 
socially enhanced lifestyle, with all the amenities 
that holds all your needs. It creates an aura that 
awakens your conscious to embrace sustaibaility 
in the favor of nature.



Soil to Soul
A subtle and sustainable home 

that is dedicated towards

a lifestyle that inhabits the 

elements of natural environments, 

organic farming, holistic health, 

and spirituality.



A residence for the majestic and 
royal elephants who are symbol of 
peace, mental strength and power.For mighty and majestic

HASTISHALA



A stable for Where horses are groomed for 
the sport activities like polo, jousting and are 
also trained for pulling chariots and wagons.

Let the joy of riding begin

ASHWASHALA



A magnificent Jain Derasar crafted from 
wood, with ancient idols of jain tirthankars 
inside the it, creats a holistic and spiritual 
atmosphere to worship.

A Temple where the epitome of 
righteousness is worshiped and his values 
and teachings echoes the name of lord 
Rama in the entire ayodhya.

A holistic house of god

JAIN DERASAR RAM MANDIR



Release yourselves to the elements and 
forces in the universe that are related to 
cosmic energies and solar system. A forest 
like garden with trees that are associated 
with stars as per the vedic astrology.

A constellation of trees

NAKSHATRA VAN



A Lake that touches your soul with 
its majestic beauty. surrounded by 
peerless woods and melodious sound 
of chirping birds to involve you in the 
relishment of nature.A dreamy lake to float your boat

LAKE LAGOON



A heavenly and curvy trials to walk on 
which are made up of mulch and grass 
rather than pavement.

Covered with lush thinned trees that 
allows enough light from the glades.

The essence of informality 
and naturalness.

WOODLAND GARDEN
Divine passage where 
life slows down

COVERED PATHWAY



Outrun your best with the trials and tracks 
that are made to craft your physical, mental, 
and spiritual well-being.

Take the run towards a better you

JOGGING & 
CYCLING TRACK



Rediscover a sense of wholeness in 
your life, and find peace within the 
nature and yourself.

All your needs from the nature
YOGA DECK



The most sacred science of life

PANCHAKARMA & 
AYURVEDA CENTER

Cherish your innate nature and walk 
through the pathway of Ayurveda to inherit 
the attainment of health and longevity.



Make a wise choice from a wide range 
of authentic and organic products to 
take care of your innerself.

All your needs from the nature

ARYA SANSKRITI 
ORGANIC STORE



Dedicated telescope station to stargaze 
in cozy nights under the glitering stars.

A heaven on the tress
TREE HOUSE

A whole new world to explore

TELESCOPE STATION

A tree house sorrounded by greens 
to bring a life to your dreams.



A pinch of adventure with a sprinkle of 
sunshine that allows your children to take 
a leap into the nature’s handful of play.

Happy memories of childhood starts here

CHILDREN’S PLAY AREA



Outrun your best with the trials and tracks 
that are made to craft your physical, mental, 
and spiritual well-being.An oasis of  native delicacies

RESTAURANT & CAFE





Your isle of authenticity, the 2 BHK heritage pool 
villa is equipped with a courtyard that is designed 
with ancient aesthetics and brings a charm of 
medivial aura in your home.Heritage Pool Villa

2 BHK







2 BHK

•  Resilient walls of lime stone, mud & bricks
•  Huge front-yard garden
•  Veranda with natural clay floor
•  Structured as per vastu principles
•  Clay tile roof to ensure cool surroundings

Villa Specifications



•  Handmade bronze & copper 
 silverware (Utensils)
•  Huge Earthen pots for 
 grain storage
•  Niche in walls for 
 water pots
•  No Smoke Chulha
•  Kitchen Garden

•  Niche alcove in walls for 
 keeping lighted diyas
•  Hand churner for 
 making butter
•  Hand Grinding mills 
 with pestle
•  Barbeque Deck
•  Open shower

Our Heritage villas are studded with a placid Pool and a 
courtyard designed with ancient aesthetics to bring a charm of 
medieval aura. These heritage villas are equipped with a touch 
of Aryan living lifestyle to give you a spiritual living experience. 
It welcomes you with huge and breezy front-yard garden and 
classic style windows inside the villa that allows perfect wind 
and light ventilation to trigger you into tropical state of mind. 
Along with that it has all the amenities mentioned beside.

Villa features for Aryan Living



CLUBHOUSE WITH PARTY LAWN
SPREAD OVER 60,000 SQ.FT







Week-end Kiosk Carts
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Clubhouse Amenities



Eco-friendly construction techniques

Keeping in focus all the sustainable raw 
materials, we have rammed earth plaster and 
cavity walls for your homes to maintain the 
cool temperature.

Storage tanks are placed to accumulate 
the rain water to ensure the availabilty 
of water for an entire year. ground water 
recharge technique is used to increase 
the water level below the ground.

Water recharging recycling

Green waste is recycled to make compost, 
so that it can be used as manure for all 
the trees around. apart from that sewage 
treatment plants are used to save water.

Green waste management

We aim at giving an atmosphere of an 
organic and healthier lifestyle, that 
enables us to make ayodhya a place 
Where vehicles aren’t allowed to pollute, 
and chariots are used for commute.

No vehicles, no pollution



Ayodhya is created with the maximum 
use of swadeshi products and techniques 
as we do believe in the our ancient 
architecture and historic monuments 
that are still soaking high and making 
the statement of a strong and healthy 
structure.

Maximum use of swadesi 
products in making of ayodhya

At Ayodhya, local artists and masters are 
encouraged and provided with a way to 
preserve and conserve their beautiful art 
in the most efficient and creative way.

Vocal for local in 
it's true senseWe aim at giving an atmosphere of an 

organic and healthier lifestyle, that 
enables us to make ayodhya a place 
Where vehicles aren’t allowed to pollute, 
and chariots are used for commute.

No plastic policy

Our lush green orchards with a variety 
of plantations to make sure that the 
surroundings around you makes you feel 
fresh, healthy and allows you to breathe 
in an natural environment.

Oxygen rich environment

Ayodhya is planned according to the 
principles of vastu-shastra by a skilled 
professional to make your home filled 
with the flow positive energy and to 
prevent the possibility of any uneven 
circumstances.

Aligned as per the science 
of Vastu-shastra
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DISCLAIMER:
Artistic impressions are indicative only, which might not reflect the exact finishing of the building and the interiors. All distances mentioned are crow fly distances. Plans / Facilities / Images / Layouts / Specifications and other details 
contained herein are only indicative and subject to change without prior notice as may be required by the concerned authorities / developers / owners or as required due to site requirements. This printed material does not constitute an 
offer and / or contract of any type between the developer / owner and the recipient.

Concept Designed by
Ratnanjali Eco Living

Vastu Consultant
Nidhi Shah

Structure Design
Setu Infrastructure

Architect
Misa Architect

Landscape Architect
VPA Architect

MEP
Trimity Consultant

Thol Bird Sanctuary
10 Minutes

New Karnavati Club
10 Minutes

Kanjari Deer Park
05 Minutes

New Rajpath Club
10 Minutes



www.ratnanjaliinfra.com

Corporate Office
Ratnanjali House, Ratnanjali Square, Prernatirth Derasar Road, 

Prahladnagar, Ahmedabad, Gujarat 380015
ayodhyaratnanjaliinfra@gmail.com  |  +91 79907 48656


